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Abstract 

Hybrid Reality (HyR) reaches beyond digitalisation, joining the real and virtual environments 

where biometric data are collected by organisations for behavioural analysis, and proposes an 

alternative concept of data sharing. We will examine how to integrate multiple perspectives, 

required to generate a requisitely holistic oversight on data sharing concept to form a socially 

responsible proposal.  

 

The paper, on a conceptual level, joins the ethical, social sciences and feasibility perspectives of 

the data sharing concept, forming a proposal of a requisitely holistic overview. The level of holism 

is examined by comparing the concept with the social responsibility framework. 

 

The biometrical data use will reshape our existence in the gradually forming Hybrid reality. With 

the proposed research, we are suggesting an alternative to the currently predominant data 

collecting paradigm, where data is used by the organisation, which collected it. In the proposed 

data sharing concept, the data producers (individuals, environment, social groups) own the data 

and share it according to individual values and social norms. This change of perspectives is one of 

the key factors, affecting the level of active citizenship in the society. 
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